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Electrolux myPRO Commercial Washing Machine WE170V Gravity Drain With Sluice Function
CK411
Capacity: 8kg. A energy rating. 1400 rpm   View Product 

 Code : CK411

  
 52% OFF   Sale 

£4,312.02

£2,082.59 / exc vat
£2,499.10 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 2 - 3 Working Days Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

The myPRO WE170V washing machine from
Electrolux has been especially designed for use in
small businesses.

The machine features an A energy rating, making it highly
energy efficient and low cost to run, as well being 50
faster than domestic machines.

Size
Unit Height Width Depth

Mm 850 597 624

Cm 85 59.7 62.4

Inches
(approx)

33 23 24

 Speed1,400 RPM

 A energy rating

 WRAS approved to Fluid Category 5 (for hygiene

applications)

 Sluice programme and thermal disinfection cycles in

line with CFPP01-04 guidelines

 Time savings due to hot water inlet. Water does not

need to be heated and thereby reducing cycle time,

costs and energy use

 Great energy savings in drying with a Speedsoak

drum. Outstanding dewatering and lower moisture

intensity due to optimal drum design and 1,400rpm

spin (536 G)

 Process all laundry in one go thanks to generous 8 kg

capacity

 Best wash results and garment care due to unique

professional drum with 4.5mm holes for efficient

evacuation of debris (standard 2.2 mm)

 Up to 50 faster than domestic machines: normal 60C

programs take 82 minutes

 Reduce cycle time by an extra 12 minutes by using

the hot water inlet

 Extra long lifetime due to durable construction with

professional components

Capacity : 8kg
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